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Abstract
A d-biclique cover of a graph G is a collection of bicliques of G
such that each edge of G is in at least d of the bicliques. The number
of bicliques in a minimum d-biclique cover of G is called the d-biclique
covering number of G and is denoted by bcd(G). In this paper, we
present an upper bound for the d- biclique covering number of the
lexicographic product of graphs. Also, we introduce some bounds of
this parameter for some graph constructions and obtain the exact
value of the d-biclique covering number of some graphs.
Key words: Biclique cover, Fractional biclique cover, Lexicographic
product of graphs, Mycielski graph.
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1 Introduction and preliminary results
A biclique cover of a graph G is a collection of bicliques (complete bi-
partite subgraphs) of G such that every edge of G is in at least one of
these bicliques. The number of bicliques in a minimum biclique cover of
G is called the biclique covering number of G and is denoted by bc(G).
This measure has been investigated by many researchers and there are sev-
eral results about this parameter in the literature. We refer the reader to
[1, 2, 4, 7, 14]. Alon, in [1], generalized this definition and defined a bipar-
tite covering of order k to study k-neighborly families of n standard boxes
in Rd. He showed that the maximum possible cardinality of a k-neighborly
family of standard boxes in Rd is precisely the maximum number of vertices
of a complete graph that admits a bipartite covering of order k and size d.
Also, in [6], another generalization of this parameter was considered. They
defined the d-biclique cover of a graph G, to investigate the properties of
(r, w; d) cover-free families, see [12] for the definition of (r, w; d) cover-free
families. A d-biclique cover of a graph G is a collection of bicliques of G
(the same biclique may occur more than once) such that each edge of G
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is in at least d of the bicliques. The number of bicliques in a minimum
d-biclique covering of G is called the d-biclique covering number of G and is
denoted by bcd(G). For a graph G a d-biclique cover of size bcd(G) is called
an optimal d-biclique cover. In [5], also, the d-biclique covering number
of the Kneser graph was studied. It was shown that there exists a secure
frame proof code if and only if there exists a biclique cover for the Kneser
graph. Secure frameproof codes can be considered as a tool for digital fin-
gerprinting. For a deeper discussion for secure frame proof code we refer
the reader to [3, 11]. This motivated us to study the properties of this
parameter for graphs in general, in this paper. In the rest of this section,
we introduce notations and definitions that are used through the paper and
give preliminary results. In Section 2, we obtain an upper bound for lexi-
cographic products of graphs that generalize a bound of [2] about biclique
covers. In Section 3, we investigate this parameter for some constructions
of graphs such as the join of graphs and Mycielski graph. The result about
joins, when d = 1, improves a result of Watts [14] about biclique cover-
ing. In this paper, we only consider finite simple graphs. As usual, for a
graph G, let V (G) and E(G) denote its vertex and edge sets, respectively.
The complement G of G is the simple graph whose vertex set is V (G) and
whose edges are the pairs of nonadjacent vertices of G. B(G) stands for
the maximum number of edges among the bicliques of G. A biclique H is
called maximum whenever |E(H)| = B(G). A simple observation shows
that d|E(G)| ≤ bcd(G)B(G). So we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. For every graph G, d
|E(G)|
B(G) ≤ bcd(G).
The k-cube, Qk, is a graph whose vertices are the ordered k-tuples of 0
, s
and 1, s, two vertices being joined if and only if they differ in exactly one
coordinate. Clearly, the k-cube has 2k vertices and k2k−1 edges and is a
bipartite graph. Since Qk is a bipartite graph if we consider the vertices
of one part of this graph d times then we have a d-biclique cover of size
d2k−1. On the other hand, the maximum biclique of Qk, whenever k ≥ 5,
is a star with k edges. So by Lemma 1 we have bcd(Qk) ≥ d2
k−1. Thus
bcd(Qk) = d2
k−1, for k ≥ 5. This shows that the lower bound in Lemma 1
is tight.
Another way to approach to the d-biclique cover is the fractional version
of biclique cover, see [2, 6, 13]. A fractional biclique cover is a function w
that assigns to each biclique Gi of a graph G a weight such that w(Gi) ≥ 0,
and for each e ∈ E(G),
∑
w(Gi) ≥ 1, where this summation is taken over
all bicliques of G that contain e. So the fractional biclique cover number of
G is min
∑
w(Gi) where the minimum is taken over all fractional biclique
covers, and is denoted by bc∗(G). In the theory of fractional coverings it is
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a well-known fact that
bc∗(G) = inf
d
bcd(G)
d
= lim
d→∞
bcd(G)
d
.
For every graph G, the following inequality was proved in [9, 10]
bc∗(G) ≥
bc(G)
1 + ln(B(G))
.
So by the definition of fractional biclique cover and aforementioned inequal-
ity
d · bc(G)
1 + ln(B(G))
≤ bcd(G).
Also, the following theorem is well-known.
Theorem A. [10] For every non-empty edge-transitive graph G, we have
bc∗(G) =
|E(G)|
B(G)
.
Also, there exists a positive integer d such that for every positive integer t,
bc∗(G) = bctd(G)
td
.
So using the fractional biclique cover of a graph G, one can see that the
lower bound in Lemma 1 for every edge-transitive graph is tight, for some
value of d.
Let Kn be the complete graph with n vertices; since Kn is an edge-
transitive graph and K⌊n
2
⌋,⌈n
2
⌉ is the maximum biclique of Kn, then there
exists a positive integer d such that
bcd(Kn) =
{
2d(n−1)
n
n = 2k
2dn
n+1 n = 2k + 1
Let Cn be a cycle with n vertices. The following lemma easily follows.
Lemma 2. Let d and n be positive integers. Then
bcd(Cn) =


d n = 4,
n
2 d n = 2k, n ≥ 6,
d
2n n = 2k + 1, d = 2k
′,
d−1
2 n+ ⌊
n
2 ⌋+ 1 n = 2k + 1, d = 2k
′ + 1
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2 Lexicographic product of graphs
In this section, we introduce upper bounds of d-biclique covering num-
bers for lexicographic products of graphs. The lexicographic product G[H ]
of graphs G and H has V (G[H ]) = V (G) × V (H) as its vertex set and
(x1, y1)(x2, y2) ∈ E(G[H ]) if either x1 = x2 and y1y2 ∈ E(H), or x1x2 ∈
E(G). In [2], the following two theorems were proved.
Theorem B. [2] If there exists a covering of G by k bicliques then there
also exists a covering of the lexicographic product G[Km] by k bicliques.
Theorem C. [2] Let there exist a covering of a graph G by l bicliques and
a covering of Kn by k bicliques. Then the graph Kn[G] can be covered by
k + l bicliques.
A proper vertex coloring is a function f : V (G)→ {1, 2, . . . , k} which assign
labels or colors to each vertex of a graph such that no edge connects two
identically colored vertices. The minimum number of k or colors which the
vertices of a graph G may be colored is called the chromatic number and
is denoted by χ(G). An empty graph on n vertices consists of n isolated
vertices without any edges. The next theorem gives a result that generalizes
Theorems B and C.
Theorem 1. Let G and H be two graphs, then
bcd(G[H ]) ≤ bcd(G) + bcd(H)χ(G).
Proof. Let {H1, H2, . . . , Hbcd(H)} (resp. {G1, G2, . . . , Gbcd(G)} ) be a d-
biclique cover of H (resp. d-biclique cover of G), where each Hi (resp. Gj)
is a complete bipartite graph. Suppose that {Ai, Bi} (resp. {A
′
j , B
′
j}) is a
bipartition of the vertex set of Hi (resp. Gj). Our objective is to construct
a d-biclique cover for G[H ]. Assume that f : V (G) → {1, 2, . . . , χ(G)} is
a proper vertex coloring of G. Let f−1(i) = {i1, i2, . . . , iti}. For every i =
1, . . . , χ(G) and every j = 1, . . . , bcd(H), construct the complete bipartite
graphs Hij with the vertex set Xij ∪ Yij where Xij = f
−1(i) × Aj and
Yij = f
−1(i)×Bj . It is not difficult to see that Hij is a subgraph of G[H ].
Let |V (H)| = n and Kn be the empty graph on the vertices of H . In view
of the definition of lexicographic product, one can consider Gi[Kn] as a
biclique of G[H ], for i = 1, . . . , bcd(G). We claim that
{G1[Kn], . . . , Gbcd(G)[Kn]} ∪ {Hij |i = 1, . . . , χ(G), j = 1, . . . , bcd(H)}
covers every edge of G[H ] at least d times. Let (x1, y1)(x2, y2) be an ar-
bitrary edge of G[H ]. So either x1x2 is an edge of G or x1 = x2 and y1y2
is an edge of H . In the first case, there are d indices j1, . . . , jd such that
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Gj1 [Kn], . . . , Gjd [Kn] contain the edge (x1, y1)(x2, y2). In the other case
x1 = x2, hence, f(x1) = f(x2) = l and y1y2 is an edge of H . So there
exist at least d bicliques, say Hi1 , . . . , Hid , which contain y1y2. In view
of the construction of Hij , it is not difficult to see that Hl,i1 , . . . , Hl,id
contain (x1, y1)(x2, y2). Therefore this set is a d-biclique cover of size
bcd(G) + bcd(H)χ(G), as desired. 
3 Join of graphs and Mycielski graph
The join of two disjoint graphs G1 and G2, which is denoted by G1 ∨G2, is
obtained by taking a copy of G1, a copy of G2 and joining each vertex in G1
to each vertex in G2. Watts [14] showed that bc(
∨k
i=1Gi) ≤
∑k
i=1 bc(Gi)+
k− 1. In the next theorem we present a bound that improves this bound.
Theorem 2. Let G1, . . . , Gk be simple graphs. Then
max{bcd(Gi)}
k
i=1 ≤ bcd(
k∨
i=1
Gi) ≤ max{bcd(Gi)}
k
i=1 + bcd(Kk).
Proof. The lower bound is obvious, since every Gi is an induced sub-
graph of
∨k
i=1Gi. Now we want to prove the upper bound. To do this, let
{Hi1, Hi2, . . . , Hiti} be an optimal d-biclique cover of Gi, i.e., ti = bcd(Gi).
Without loss of generality assume that max{bcd(Gi)}
k
i=1 = t1. For any
1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ ti, let {Xij , Yij} be a bipartition of the vertex set of
Hij . Now, we construct a d-biclique cover of
∨k
i=1Gi. For this purpose, for
j = 1, . . . , t1, construct the bipartite graph Hj with the vertex set Xj ∪Yj ,
where Xj is the union of Xij ’s and Yj is the union of Yij ’s, for all i, i.e.,
Xj =
k⋃
i=1
Xij and Yj =
k⋃
i=1
Yij .
Note that some Xij ’s and Yij ’s may be empty. In view of definition of the
join operator, Hj is a biclique. The family that contains all Hj , covers the
edges of Gi’s. It remains to cover edges between Gi’s. Easily one can cover
these edges with a cover of size bcd(Kk). 
It is a well-known fact that the minimum number of bipartite graphs needed
to cover the edges of a graph G is ⌈logχ(G)⌉. In [8], Katona and Szemere´di
showed that bc(Kn) = ⌈log(n)⌉. One can see that the inequality in Theorem
2 is the best possible as shown by setting Gi = Kn and d = 1. This result
is also best possible in terms of the parameters k and d as shown in the
next corollary.
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Corollary 1. Let H be a complete k-partite graph. Then
bcd(H) = bcd(Kk).
Proof. If we set Gi = the i
th partite set of H (1 ≤ i ≤ k), then obviously
H =
∨k
i=1Gi. Since H has a complete graph on k vertices as an induced
subgraph, it holds that bcd(Kk) ≤ bcd(H). On the other hand Theorem 2
yields bcd(H) ≤ bcd(Kk), which proves the corollary. 
Corollary 2. Let d and n be positive integers. Then
bcd(Kn) ≤ bcd(Kn2) ≤ 2bcd(Kn).
A star is a tree on n vertices with one vertex having degree n − 1 and
the others having degree 1. The vertex that has degree n − 1is called the
center of the star. Let β(G) denote the minimum number of vertices in
a vertex covering. Easily one can see that if G is a C4-free graph then
bc(G) = β(G). A matching in a graph is a set of edges without common
vertices. The maximum number of edges in a matching of G is called
the matching number and is denoted by α′(G). By Konig’s Theorem it is
well-known that for every bipartite graph β(G) = α′(G).
Theorem D. [14] Let G be a C4-free graph whose β(G) = α
′(G). Then
bc∗(G) = bc(G) = β(G).
Using Theorem D, we can determine the exact value of the d-biclique cov-
ering number for a class of graphs containing, among others, all C4-free
bipartite graphs.
Theorem 3. Let G be a C4-free graph whose β(G) and α
′(G) are equal.
Then bcd(G) = dβ(G) for all positive integers d.
Proof. In view of the definition of fractional biclique cover we have
bc∗(G) = infd
bcd(G)
d
. On the other hand, bcd(G) ≤ d . bc(G). So,
bc∗(G) ≤
bcd(G)
d
≤ bc(G).
Also, by Theorem D we have bc∗(G) = bc(G) = β(G). Therefore, the
desired equality holds. 
One can see that the aforementioned theorem does not hold always for any
C4-free graph. For instance, consider the graph C5.
The Mycielski graph of G, denoted by M(G), has V (G) ∪ [V (G)]′ ∪ {u} as
the vertex set, and the edge set
E(G) ∪ {xy′ : xy ∈ E(G)} ∪ {y′u : y ∈ V (G)}.
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In M(G), the new vertex u is called the root, and for each y ∈ V (G),
there is a new vertex, y′, called the twin of y. In the next theorem, for a
graph G we bound the d-biclique covering number of the Mycielski graph
and using this theorem we can compute the exact value of the d-biclique
covering number of some graphs. Let {G1, G2, . . . , Gt} be a d-biclique cover
of G where {Xi, Yi} is a bipartition of the vertex set of Gi. An optimal
d-biclique cover of G is called good whenever there exist X1, X2, . . . , Xs
such that every vertex of graph G appears at least d times in the multiset
X1
⊎
X2
⊎
· · ·
⊎
Xs. Note that if bothX and Y contain v, then the multiset
X
⊎
Y contains v two times.
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph, then
bc2d(G) ≤ bcd(M(G)) ≤ 2bcd(G) + d.
Also, if G has a good d-biclique cover, then
bc2d(G) ≤ bcd(M(G)) ≤ 2bcd(G).
Proof. In order to prove the lower bound, we present a 2d-biclique cover
of G, using an optimal d-biclique cover of M(G). Set {G1, . . . , Gt} as a
d-biclique cover of M(G) such that t = bcd(M(G)). Suppose that Gi is a
complete bipartite graph where {Xi, Yi} is a bipartition of its vertex set.
Assign to the pair {Xi, Yi}, the pair {Vi,Wi} as follows:
Vi = {vj | vj ∈ Xi or v
′
j ∈ Xi} \ {u},
Wi = {vj | vj ∈ Yi or v
′
j ∈ Yi} \ {u}.
Since Gi is a biclique we have Vi ∩Wi = ∅. Now for every 1 ≤ i ≤ t con-
struct the complete bipartite graph Hi as a subgraph of G where {Vi,Wi}
is a bipartition of its vertex set. Let C = {H1, . . . , Ht}. If there exists
some i such that Xi = {u} or Yi = {u} then the corresponding Hi is
an empty graph and we can remove it from C. We claim that C is a 2d-
biclique cover of G. To see this, assume that vkvl is an arbitrary edge of
G. Consider two edges v′kvl and vkv
′
l of M(G). It is clear that Gi has
either v′kvl or vkv
′
l. Since {G1, . . . , Gt} is a d-biclique cover of M(G), there
exist at least i1, . . . , id and i
′
1, . . . , i
′
d such that Gij (j = 1, . . . , d) has v
′
kvl
and Gi′
j
(j = 1, . . . , d) has vkv
′
l. Easily, one can see that Hij and Hi′j ,
for j = 1, . . . , d, have edge vkvl. So we have a 2d-biclique cover of size
bcd(M(G)) for G. We proceed to show the upper bound in the first state-
ment. We will give a d-biclique cover for M(G), using a d-biclique cover of
G. Assume that {G1, . . . , Gt} is an optimal d-biclique cover of G. Suppose
that Gi has {Xi, Yi} as a bipartition of its vertex set. Using the notation
of Mycielski graphs, let G′i (resp. G
′′
i ) be a complete bipartite graph where
has {X ′i∪Xi, Yi} (resp. {Xi, Y
′
i ∪Yi}) as a bipartition of its vertices, where
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X ′i is the set of twins of Xi. Let H be the closed neighborhood of u in
M(G), which is a star with u as its center. It is not difficult to see that
{G′1, . . . , G
′
t}
⊎
{G′′1 , . . . , G
′′
t } with d copies of H is a d-biclique cover for
M(G). Hence bcd(M(G)) ≤ 2bcd(G) + d. Our next goal is to eliminate
stars from the aforementioned cover. So assume that we have a good d-
biclique cover. Without loss of generality assume that X1
⊎
. . .
⊎
Xs is the
set that has every vertex of G at least d times. Let G′i be a complete bi-
partite graph which has {X ′i, Yi ∪ {u}} as a bipartition of its vertices and
let G′′i be a complete bipartite graph where {Xi, Y
′
i ∪ Yi} is a bipartition
of its vertices. Easily one can see that {G′1, . . . , G
′
t}
⊎
{G′′1 , . . . , G
′′
t } is a
d-biclique cover for M(G).

Corollary 3. Let G be a C4-free graph whose β(G) = α
′(G). If G has a
minimal vertex cover such that the induced graph on this set of vertices has
no isolated vertex then
bcd(M(G)) = 2dβ(G).
Proof. Suppose that G has a vertex cover with the aforementioned prop-
erty. It follows easily that G has a good 1-biclique cover. Consider this
1-biclique cover d times, then we have a good d-biclique cover. Therefore,
the corollary follows directly from Theorem 4. 
If d is an even number then we can construct a good d-biclique cover for
Cn. So by Theorem 4 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4. Let n > 4. Then for every positive integer d,
bc2d(M(Cn)) = 2dn.
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